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Aluminium spread – still 
finding the pain threshold 
 
The nearby aluminium forward curve remains tight, with Aug-Sept the main focus for that 
tightness. Structurally, the aluminium market remains predisposed to episodes of
tightness, with LME inventory still representing around 17% of market open interest, in
spite of recent stock draws. This is in stark contrast to copper, which is seeing tightness
in the near and farther-dated spreads owing to a genuine lack of LME inventory.   

We noted previously (Commodities Daily 25 July 2014 and 5 June 2014) that volatility
looked to be returning to the nearby aluminium forward curve, with that looking like
being borne out by the recent activity. The increased level of natural background
borrowing of the spreads, owing to elevated levels of both on- and off-warrant 
aluminium, is again emerging as an easy target.  

Previous episodes of tightness in the nearby aluminium curve didn’t lead to significant
unwinding of financing deals, with the long-dated and lumbering nature of the trades, 
along with premium differentials and rent rebates, helping keep the metal in warehouse.
Even the gradual shift away from the queue creation warehouse model and back towards
the traditional rent-deal model has had little impact, though metal has left LME 
warehouses and entered off-warrant deals where even cheaper rents are on offer.  

Judging by the episodes of tightness seen in the recent past, and the even firmer physical
premia at the moment, it seems likely that any nearby backwardation will have to be even 
more pronounced and prolonged if it is to see the unwinding of these sorts of financing
deals. Given the episodes of tightness in the spreads seen in 2010, 2011 and 2012
(note – queue creation really only started to hit its stride in early 2012), the pain 
threshold for those deals is still likely to be some way off.  

Instead, the greatest vulnerability looks to come from physical premia. Rather than
physical premia being at the mercy of aluminium stocks, and the concerns over the
unwinding of aluminium financing deals, those financing deals are, in part, able to ride
out periods of tightness in the spreads owing to robust premia and expectations that they
will remain firm. In that respect, it is perhaps the recent increase in aluminium exports
from China and the potential of that material to curb physical premiums that pose the
biggest risk to the confidence of those financiers, rather than another opportunistic bout
of tightness in the nearby forward curve. Both Chinese exports and nearby tightness still 
seem to have some way to go, however, before they start to have an effect. 

By Leon Westgate
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Base metals 

The base metals are all firmer heading into Tuesday afternoon, though prices have 
started to run out of steam. Turnover has picked up across the board, though is average 
rather than spectacular, but still not too bad given that we are in the middle of August. 
Aside from a very poor German ZEW survey, likely impacted by recent unrest in Ukraine, 
the main focus will be the Chinese money supply data for July due to be released 
overnight.  

Copper briefly traded down towards $6,960 but has rallied back above $7,000 heading 
into the afternoon. South Korean inventory continues to be drawn down, with 850 mt 
leaving Busan, though this was partially offset by a small 150 mt delivery into New 
Orleans. Spread-wise, tom/next remains interesting and prone to tightness, with the 
latest LME warrant holding data showing the presence of a dominant holder of both 
cash and tom warrants, sitting in the 80-89% band.  

After a poor end to last week, nickel has managed to recover, with the metal rallying 
back above $19,000 on the back of fairly decent turnover. Inventory data was 
dominated by the re-warranting of 1,776 mt of previously cancelled material in Johor, 
with another 840 mt of fresh material being delivered in at the same location.  

Elsewhere, aluminium prices have managed to rally further, trading above $2,050 and 
back towards the recent mid-July highs. Zinc has also managed to find a second wind, 
rallying above $2,330 in spite of another large 10,075 mt delivery into New Orleans.  

By Leon Westgate 

Precious metals 

Precious metals remain range bound, with gold holding steady above the  
$1,300 – $1,284 support range. With gold open interest on COMEX remaining near 
levels last seen in early 2009, but volumes overall not much lower, it is clear to us that 
day-trading is the current theme for gold. Market participants don’t seem to have 
substantial appetite for carrying risk overnight (see Commodities Daily dated 7 August). 
Although we believe price bias remains to the downside from current levels, the lack of 
market conviction is likely to keep gold quite range-bound for the foreseeable future.  

The lack of a clear view on the gold price’s direction in the short term is reflected in the 
option market. For the September futures contract (with options expiring on  
26 August), call option open interest is large at every strike from $1,300 all the way to 

LME Aluminium cash-3m spread vs. LME inventory 
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$1,330. On the downside, open interest for puts are high for strikes at $1,300 all the 
way to strikes at $1,270. The distribution is relatively evenly spread, with $1,300 
roughly in the middle. This, combined with a market that doesn’t want to carry positions 
overnight, could make for a few more weeks of trading at around the $1,300 level.  

Support for gold is at $1,300, with resistance at $1,314 and $1,321. 

We note that the silver premium on the SGE has popped higher to around $1.60/oz in 
recent days. Although this is still low (compared to levels of, for example, $6 and higher 
seen in 2011), the current level is the highest seen so far this year. This is an indication 
that silver imports into China may pick up. In the interim, this may provide some support 
to a metal whose price we believe is likely to move lower. Technical support for silver is 
at $19.98 and $19.72. Resistance is at $20.15 and $20.44. 

Overall, the precious metals are ignoring the recent dollar strength. While this is 
encouraging, we also believe that the stronger dollar will add further headwinds to any 
rally that we are likely to see in precious metals (with perhaps the exception of 
palladium). The weak economic data out of Germany recently, including below-
expectations industrial production growth and weaker-than-expected investor 
sentiment, is adding downside to the euro. 

By Walter de Wet 

Bulks 

Chinese financial steels dropped lower and then range-traded today on a lack of 
physical demand and benign macro news flow again. China’s July IP (8.8%), FAI 
(17.4%) and retail sales (12.5%) data will be released tomorrow, while we still await 
new loans and money supply data. Money Supply rose 5.3% in June. 

Shanghai Equities fell just 0.14% to 2222 points, awaiting tomorrow’s data releases. 
Concerns that July new loans weakened from June’s strong RMB 1,080bn new loans 
and RMB 1.97 trillion aggregate financing results are overhanging sentiment.  
Poly Property warned that its 1H net income would fall 40% y/y. Falling local 
government revenues from property-related receipts are crimping economic growth. 
Shenzhen is to remove limits on home prices, with the market watching to see if Tier-1 
cities will be allowed to remove home purchase restrictions, despite Beijing’s warning 
that this will not occur. Housing sales continue to drop nationally, off c.20% y/y.  

China’s exports may grow 7.5% y/y in 2H:14, while imports could rise 5.5% y/y, and 
further support should be forthcoming to support foreign trade, at a time when the 
domestic economy is unstable. A local Hunan newspaper suggests that the government 
could buy existing local houses from the market for social housing.  

Shanghai 7-day interbank rates fell to 3.38%. Despite RMB 64bn of maturing debt, the 
PBOC withdrew RMB 20bn via 14-day repurchase agreements at 3.7% today, while a 
further RMB 150bn in IPO subscriptions may be locked up this week, suggesting further 
volatility in cash rates. Spot Currency traded at 6.1572, while the PBOC reference rate 
set at 6.1517. 

Shanghai Rebar Futures Jan-15 contract rose RMB 1/t to RMB 3,063/t, while the  
Oct-14 contract closed at RMB 3,085/t, unchanged. Dazong HRC Nov-14 futures 
closed at RMB 3,297/t, dropping RMB 5/t. SHFE HRC Oct futures moved up  
RMB 10/t to RMB 3,324/t. Among physical steels, Tangshan billet prices fell a further 
RMB 10/t today to close at RMB 2,650/t. Rebar prices fell RMB 20/t in Shanghai, 
dampened by rains, while trading flat in Beijing. HRC prices traded flat in Shanghai and 
Beijing, awaiting further news on major mill pricing for September – after Baosteel rolled 
over its flat prices yesterday, suggesting balanced S-D conditions.   
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Dalian Commodity Exchange IO active Jan-15 contract prices dropped RMB 4/t to  
RMB 667/t, while the Sept-14 contract closed at RMB 684/t, unchanged.  
Among physical iron ore, Vale tendered a SSFT Fe 62.85% September cargo at index 
less $2.24/t to a trader (last traded a Fe 62.64% SSFT at -$2.48/t on 25/7).  

globalORE traded MNP Fe 62% Sept-cargo at $93.50/t. At Shandong ports, PB fines 
are trading at RMB 630/t.  

The TSI Fe 62% China CFR price index fell $1.30/t to $94t (MTD: $95.38/t). The 
Platts Fe 62% index fell $1.25/t to $93.75/t (MTD: $94.81), while the TSI Fe 58% 
index fell 10 cents to $80.70/t (MTD: $80.75/t). The Metal Bulletin Fe 62% index 
fell 98 cents to $94.24/t, while its Fe 58% index fell 17 cents to $74.63/t. Mysteel’s 
Fe 62% index fell 75 cents to $93.75/t, while its Fe 58% index fell 50 cents to 
$80.50/t.  

In IO supply news, India’s Supreme Court has refused to lift its ban on Karnataka pellet 
exports. CAP sold 5.46mt in 1H:14, while commissioning its 6mpta Los Colorados and 
Cerro Negro Norte mines to ramp up sales in 2H.  

The Baltic Exchange Cape index shifted 14% higher to $9,993/day, with C3 up 2.5% 
at $19.38/t and C5 rising 4.9% at $8.032/t. FFA Q3 capes are trading in the 
$18,700/day range.  

For Q4:14 thermal coal prices, API 2 is trading at $77.50/t; API 4 is trading at 
$73.80/t; while Newcastle is trading at $71.30/t, weakening further on indications 
that Russia may send humanitarian aid to Ukraine under the auspices of the Red Cross, 
instead of sending aid unilaterally. Among physical trades, ARA traded Oct at $78.45/t, 
then lower at $77.75/t, while Nov traded at $78/t. RB1 traded Sept at $72.50/t. 
NEWC traded Oct at $70.50/t and Nov at $71/t.  

Indonesia has cut its August coal price to $70.29/t. While Colombian heavy 
engineering contractors have voted to end their strike, the Sintraime union wants to 
continue the strike until the Labour Ministry confirms the votes. Russian humanitarian 
aid is heading to the border of Ukraine, although without International Red Cross 
signoff on content, suggesting that politics surrounding the trucks’ arrival in the 
impacted areas could turn negative rather than positive.   

EDF is closing 3/8 (9 GW) nuclear plants (Heysham/Hartlepool units) for inspections 
until 6/7 October, taking 3GW offline and pushing up front-end UK power prices as a 
result, despite heading into the “soggy” fall demand season. As well, North Sea gas field 
outages are also limiting gas supplies while gas transit from Russia through Ukraine also 
remains a concern. This is adding to shorter-term coal demand justifications.   

Zhengzhou Futures Sept-14 thermal contract prices traded RMB 2.6/t lower to  
RMB 473.0/t, while the Jan-15 contract traded up RMB 0.4/t to RMB 512.8/t. Total 
Chinese thermal port stocks fell to 17.29mt, down 1.6%, with QHD coal stocks 
dropping 0.5% to 5.85mt and GZ port stocks slipping to 3.18mt, down 3.1% d/d.  
Coal stocks at China’s six key coastal power groups dropped to 12.85mt or 17 days’ 
coverage, while average daily coal consumption increased to 0.77mt. NAR5500 OZ coal 
is being offered at USD 67.5- 68/t CFR Southern China. Chinese gas prices may rise for 
industrial consumers today by RMB 0.4/cu m from 1 September. Daqin’s 6-day rail 
maintenance campaign ends today. We still await further evidence of supply cuts, 
following NDRC meetings last week.  

Inner Mongolia produced 535.57 million tonnes of coal over January-July this year, 
down 7.4% y/y. However, the region’s key state-owned mines produced  
499.41 million tonnes of coal in the first seven months this year, climbing 22.2% y/y. 
Shenhua Group is conducting due diligence work on acquisition of a coal gasification 
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project owned by China Datang Corporation in Inner Mongolia. If acquired, Shenhua 
would most likely build a new plant with a different processing technology rather than 
upgrading the current plant, as the top coal miner is more interested in the pipelines.  

Premium Hard Coking Coal spot prices are trading in the $109-114/t Qld FOB range, 
with China CFR prices ranging $119-124/t. The TSI FOB index printed at $113.60/t, 
while its China CFR index printed at $118.50/t. BHPB has offered Indian mills a 
September contract price of $120/t for Peak Downs and a price of $117/t for 
Goonyella, $1/t below August pricing.  

Among Dalian HCC prices, Sept-14 contract prices traded RMB 9/t lower to  
RMB 729/t, while the Jan-15 contract traded RMB 10/t lower at RMB 797/t.  
Sept-14 coke prices traded RMB 7/t off at RMB 1,025/t, while the Jan-15 contract 
traded RMB 14/t lower at RMB 1,119/t. 

By Melinda Moore 
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Commodity data 
Base Metals          
LME 3 month   Open Close High Low Daily 

change 
Change (%) Cash Settle Change in 

cash settle 
Cash - 3m 

Aluminium 2 024 2 034 2 042 2 016 9 0.46 2 032.00 15 -13.25 
Copper 7 018 6 995 7 038 6 987 -23 -0.32 7 010.50 -10 20.00 
Lead 2 243 2 257 2 262 2 221 14 0.62 2 248.00 11 -5.50 
Nickel 18 600 18 650 18 762 18 430 50 0.27 18 495.00 -125 -82.14 
Tin 22 375 22 400 22 420 22 230 25 0.11 22 320.00 20 -52.00 
Zinc 2 295 2 304 2 321 2 282 9 0.39 2 309.00 5 -8.00 
          
LME inventory  Today Yesterday In Out One day 

change 
YTD change 

(mt) 
Cancelled 
warrants 

(mt) 

Cancelled 
warrants 

(%) 

Contract 
turnover 

Aluminium 4 912 400 4 911 900 9 575 9 075 500 -545 675 2 838 925 58 273 064 
Copper 140 675 141 375 150 850 -700 -225 750 25 275 18 113 969 
Lead 215 900 215 900 0 0 0 1 450 10 225 5 53 255 
Nickel 319 590 318 750 840 0 840 57 954 93 708 29 109 024 
Tin 12 775 12 780 0 5 -5 3 090 2 295 18 8 629 
Zinc 715 650 706 175 10 075 600 9 475 -217 825 61 150 9 147 030 
          
Shanghai 3-month Open Last 1d  Change   COMEX Open Close Change Change (%) 
Aluminium 14170 14160 35  Ali Feb'14 - - - - 
Copper 49930 49730 -200  Cu Feb'14 317.45 318.45 1 0.32 
Zinc 22 375 22 400 0       
          
Precious metals          
 AM Fix PM Fix High bid Low offer Closing bid Daily 

change 
   

Gold 1 311.00 1 307.25 1 311.59 1 305.25 1 308.50 -3.94    
Silver - 20.08 20.11 19.84 20.01 0.05    
Platinum 1 471.00 1 471.00 1 478.00 1 467.75 1 468.50 -7.50    
Palladium 875.00 864.00 876.50 857.30 875.00 19.50    
          
Forwards (%) 1 month 2 months 3 months 6 months 12 months     
Gold 0.054 0.07 0.092 0.134 0.202     
Silver 0.62 0.616 0.618 0.612 0.568     
USD Libor 0.156 0.19475 0.2351 0.3289 0.554     
          
Technical Indicators 30-day RSI 10-day MA 20-day MA 100-day 

MA 
200-day 

MA 
Support Resistance   

Gold 52.63 1 299.91 1 302.81 1 296.19 1 284.23 1 307.08 1 315.09   
Silver 47.15 20.13 20.46 19.98 20.15 19.98 20.16   
Platinum 49.94 1 468.50 1 476.33 1 457.93 1 434.16 1 466.04 1 474.92   
Palladium 58.52 864.02 870.68 830.45 782.51 874.73 882.03   
          
Active Month Future COMEX 

GLD 
COMEX SLV NYMEX PAL NYMEX 

PLAT 
DGCX GLD TOCOM 

GLD 
CBOT GLD   

Settlement 1313.4 20.085 879.4 1471.6 1312.5 4314 1308.5   
Open Interest 364209 158097 44910 64811 1007 94998 11   
Change in Open Interest -30223 24810 8572 3777 -259 -7744 -302   
          
Energy          
Energy futures pricing 1 month Change 2 month Change 3 month Change 6 month Change  
Sing Gasoil ($/bbbl) 118.217 0.38 118.617 0.58 118.883 0.59 119.142 0.52  
Gasoil 0.1% Rdam ($/mt) 872 -11.75 877.25 -10.25 881.75 -9.75 888.5 -8.75  
NWE CIF jet ($/mt) 962.08 0.04 956.96 -0.29 959.46 2.41 959.46 2.41  
Singapore Kero ($/bbl) 118.229 0.32 118.707 0.45 118.913 0.47 119.222 0.48  
3.5% Rdam barges ($/mt) 563.268 -1.18 560.543 -0.69 559.524 -0.42 562.262 -0.17  
1% Fuel Oil FOB ($/mt) 570.59 -1.22 575.23 -0.57 576.4 -0.61 577.32 -0.17  
Sing FO180 Cargo ($/mt) 594.518 -1.73 590.168 -1.56 589.774 -0.87 591.387 -0.21  
          
Thermal coal Q3 14 Change Q4 14 Change Q1 15 Change Cal 15 Change  
API2 (CIF ARA) 74.50 -0.50 77.05 -0.45 78.65 -0.35 80.45 -0.40  
API4 (FOB RBCT) 73.85 -0.15 74.05 -0.20 75.25 -0.05 76.75 -0.10  
Source: LME, COMEX, NYMEX, Bloomberg, Standard Bank Research 
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Commodity data (continued) 
Bulks       
Steel—Physical Latest Price 1-day 1-week 1-month 3-month 6-month 
Turkish Scrap 80:20 (Iskinderun CFR)  $/t 365.48 0.00% 0.56% -1.75% -6.01% 1.62% 
China Tangshan Steel Billet $/t 446.00 -0.22% 1.83% -7.47% -9.35% -12.55% 
China HRC export (Shanghai FOB) $/t 513.00 0.00% 0.59% -1.91% -4.47% 0.59% 
North Europe HRC domestic (ex-works) $/t 412.50 0.61% -1.79% -5.17% -5.17% -4.07% 
North America HRC domestic (Midwest FOB) $/t 667.00 0.30% -0.45% -1.62% -2.20% 3.09% 
       
Steel—Futures       
LME Billet Cash  $/t 416.00 6.33% 6.67% 7.35% 17.18% 274.77% 
LME Billet Futures (1-mth) $/t 420.50 7.41% 6.46% 7.82% 17.79% 253.36% 
LME Steel Billet Stocks—change 0.00 - - - - - 
Shanghai Rebar Futures (Active contract) $/t 521.78 11.61% 14.72% 0.46% -3.30% -8.29% 
Shanghai Rebar Futures On-Warrant Stocks—change 0.00 - - - - - 
China Steel Inventory (million tonnes) 12.90 0.00% -5.83% -21.16% -5.67% -17.25% 
       
Iron ore       
China Iron Ore Fines  (62% Fe; CFR Tianjin) $/t 97.50 0.62% 7.97% -16.31% -21.88% -26.08% 
China Iron Ore Fines  (58% Fe; CFR Tianjin) $/t 82.60 2.23% 12.23% -20.96% -29.64% -31.28% 
SGX AsiaClear IO Swaps 62% Fe $/t (1-mth) 96.75 -0.06% 6.41% -16.77% -23.92% -24.08% 
China Iron Ore Inventory (million tonnes) 106.57 0.00% 0.01% 2.61% 21.18% 48.70% 
       
Coking coal       
Premium Hard Coking Coal (Qld FOB) $/t 113.85 0.00% -1.21% -1.00% -14.72% -18.97% 
       
Capesize freight       
Saldanha South Africa-Beilun China 13.85 0.00% -10.65% -10.65% -7.67% -1.07% 
       
Financials pricing       
RMB Currency 6.21 0.07% -0.37% -0.26% 2.56% 1.09% 
China 7-day repo 3.75 -0.27% 21.36% 87.50% -43.18% 0.00% 
API2 (CIF ARA) 2059.07 0.59% 0.17% -1.84% 3.41% 1.76% 
Source: LME, Bloomberg, Standard Bank Research 
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